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With the successful installation of a geophysical lasting several days. The source of these swarms is
station at Hadley Rille and the continued operation unknown at present.
of the Apollo 12 and Apollo 14 stations approximate- (4) Most of the seismic energy from a surface
ly 1100 km southwest, the Apollo Program has for source is efficiently confined or trapped for _ long
the first time achieved a network of seismic stations time in the near-source region by efficient scattering
on the lunar surface, a network that is absolutely near the lunar surface. The seismic energy slowly
essential for tire location of natural events on the leaks to distant parts of the Moon, probably by more
Moon. The establishment of thi:s network is one of efficient seismic radiation within the hmar interior.

the most important milestones in the geophysical Meteoroid impact signals are probably received from

exploration of tire Moon. all parts of ttre Moon by efficient interior propaga-
Four major discoveries have-resulted from the tion.

analysis of seismic data from this netwotk for the The purpose of the passive seismic experiment
45-day period represented by this report. (PSE) is to detect vibrations of the hmar surface and

(1) The Moon has a crust and a mantle, at least in to use these data to determine the internal structure,

the region of the Apollo 12 and Apollo 14 stations, physical state, and tectonic activity of the Moon.
The thickness of the crust is between 55 and 70 km Sources of seismic energy may be internal (:_noon-
and may consist of two layers. The contrast in elastic quakes) or external (meteoroid impacts and manmade
properties of the rocks that comprise the major impacts). A secondary objective of the experinrent is
structural units is at least as great as that existing the determination of the number and the masses of
between the crust and mantle of the Earth. meteoroids that strike the lunar surface. The instru-

(2) Although present data do not permit a ment is also capable of measuring tilts of the lunar
completely unambiguous interpretation, the best surface and changes in gravity that occur at tke PSE
solution obtainable places the most active moon- location.
quake focus at a depth of 800 kin, slightly deeper Since deployment and activation of the Apollo 15
than any known earthquake. These moonquakes PSE on July 31, 1971, the instrument has operated as
occur in monthly cycles and are triggered by lunar planned, except as noted in the following subsection
tides, entitled "Instrument Description and Performance."

(3) In addition to the repeating moonquakes, The sensor was installed west of the hmar raodule
moonquake "swarms" have been discovered. During (LM) 110 m from the nearest LM footpad.
periods of swarm activity, events may occur as Signals were recorded from astronaut activities,
frequently as one event every 2 hr during intervals particularly the movements of the lunar roving

vehicle (Rover), at all points along the traverses
(maximum range, approximately 5 km). The variation
with range of Rover-generated seismic signals p::ovides

aLamont-DohertyGeologicalObservatory. a measure of the amplitude decay law for seismicbMassachusettsInstitute of Technolo_gy.
CUniversityof Hawaii. signals generated at close range.
dGeneral Dynamics. The velocity of somrd in the lunar regolith at the
"_Prineipalinvestigator. Apollo 15 landing site, as determined by tinting the
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seismic signal generated by the LM ascent propulsion A new method of data processing that enhances
engine, is approximately 92 m/sec. This value is re- very small signals has revealed that episodes of greatly
markably close to the regohth velocities of 104 and increased seismic activity occur. The events are very
108 m/sec measured at the Apollo 12 and Apollo 14 small and occur in some cases at average rates of one
sites, respectively. The uniformity of the regolith every 2 hr during intervals of several days. Individual
velocities measured at widely separated sites indicates events of these swarms appear to be moonquakes. Six
that the process of comminution by meteoroid such swarms occurred during April and May. These
impacts has produced a layer of remarkably uniform moonquake swarms do not appear to correlate with
mechanical properties over the entire surface of the the monthly tidal cycle, as do the repeating moon-
Moon. quakes described previously. The locations and tbcal

Seismic signals from 75 events beheved to be of mechanisms of the sources of moonquake swarms are
natural origin were recorded by the long-period (LP) as yet unknown.
seismometers at one or more of the seismic stations Seismic signals were recorded from two manmade
during the 42-day period after the LM ascent. Of impacts (the SIVB stage of the Saturn launch vehicle
these events, at least two were moonquakes that and the LM ascent stage) during the Apollo 15
originated in the region of greatest seismic activity, mission. The LM-impact signal was the first event of
previously identified from recordings at the Apollo precisely known location and time recorded by three
12 and Apollo 14 stations; four were moonquakes instruments on the lunar surface. Data from these
from other locations; and 16 others were possible impacts combined with data from the impacts ac-
moonquakes. Of the remaining 53 events, 35 were complished during the Apollo 12, 13, and 14
probable meteoroid impacts, and 18 were too small missions, and the hmar-surface magnetometer results
or indistinct to be classified. The moonquakes oc- are the main sources of information about the
curred most frequently near the times of minimum internal structure of the Moon. The general charac-
(perigee) and maximum (apogee) distance between teristics of the recorded seismic signals suggest that
the Earth and the Moon during each monthly revohi- the outer shell of the Moon, to depths no greater than
tion of the Moon about the Earth, suggesting that the 20 km, is highly heterogeneous. The heterogeneity of
moonquakes are triggered by tidal stresses, the outer zone results in intensive scattering of

The A_ epicenter (the point on the lunar surface seismic waves and greatly complicates the recorded
directly above the moonquake source) is estimated to signals. The structure of the scattering zone is not
be nearly equidistant from the Apollo 12 and Apollo precisely known, but the presence of craters must
14 sites and at a range of approximately 600 km contribute to the general complexity of the zone. The
south of the Apollo 12 station. Except for the entire Moon is probably mantled by such a layer. The
absence of the surface-reflected phases usually seen layered structure photographed at the Apollo 15 site
on the records from deep earthquakes, the seismic suggests a sequence of thin lava flows. Each flow may
data suggest that A_ events, and perhaps ah moon- have been highly fractured by thermal stresses while
quakes, are deep. The best sohition obtained to date cooling and by meteoroid impacts before the over-
places the A_ moonquake focus at a depth of ap- lying layer was deposited. A highly heterogeneous
proximately 800 km. This depth is somewhat greater structure many kilometers thick may have been built
than that of any known earthquake. If this location is up in this manner.
verified by future data, the result will have funda- The LM ascent stage struck the surface 93 km west
mental implications relative to the present state of of the Apollo 15 station. The characteristic rumble
the lunar interior. The nature of the stresses that from this impact spread slowly outward and was
might generate moonquakes at this depth is unknown detected at the Apollo 15 station in approximately
at present. However, a secular accumulation of strain 22 sec, and at the Apollo 12 and Apollo 14 stations,
is inferred from the uniform polarity of the signals. In 1100 km to the southwest, in approximately 7 rain.
any case, if moonqnakes originate at this depth, the The fact that this small source of energy was detected
deep lunar interior must possess sufficient shear at such great range strongly supports the earlier
strength to accumulate stress to thepointofrupture, hypothesis that the lunar interior, beneath the

This condition places an upper bound on the scattering zone, transmits seismic energy with
temperatures that can exist at these depths, extremely high efficiency. This observation strength-
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ens the belief that meteoroid impacts are being calculate original ground motion if the instrumental
detected fi'om the entire lunar surface, constants are known.

TheApollo 15 SIVB impact extended the depth of The Apollo 15 PSE consists of two main sub-
penetration of seismic rays to approximately 80 km. systems: the sensor unit and the electronics module.
From these additional data, it now appears that a Tile sensor unit, shown schematically in figure 8-1,
change in composition must occur at a depth of contains three matched LP seismometers (with
between 55 and 70 krn. If so, this would be strong resonant periods of 15 sec) alined orthogonally to
evidence of the presence of a :lunar crust, analogous measure one vertical (Z) and twohorizontal(Xand Y)
to the crust of the Earth and of about the same thick- components of surface motion. The sensor unit also
hess. In the crustal zone, competent rock with a includes a single-axis short-period (SP) seislrometer
velocity for compressional waw._sof approximately 6 (with a resonant period of 1 sec) that is sensitive to
km/sec is reached at a depth of 15 to 20 km. The vertical motion at higher frequencies. The instrument
velocity begins to increase from 6 km/sec at a depth is constructed principally of beryllium and weighs
of between 20 and 25 km and reaches 9 km/sec at a 11.5 kg, including the electronics module and :hermal
depth of between 55 and 70 km. The presence of a insulation. Without insulation, the sensor unit is 23
secondary compressional-wave (P-wave) arrival cm in diameter and 29 cm high. The total power
suggests the possible existeno, TM of an intermediate drain varies between 4.3 and 7.4 W.
layer that has a velocity of 7.5 km/sec. Thus, the Instrument temperature control is provided by a
lunar crust, in the region of the Apollo 12 and Apollo 6-W heater, a proportional controller, _md an
14 stations, may consist of two layers: a surface layer aluminized Mylar insulation. The insulating shroud is
with a velocity of 6 km/sec and a thickness of 20 to spread over the local surface to reduce temFerature
25 km, overlying a layer with a thickness of between variations of the surface material.
30 and 50 km and a velocity of 7.5 km/sec, with a The LP seismometer detects vibrations of the lunar

sharp increase in velocity to 9 km/sec at the base of surface in the frequency range fi'om 0.004 to 2 Hz.
the lower layer. Alternately, the transition from 6 to The SP seismometer covers the band from 0.05 to 20

9 km/sec may be gradual. Velocities between 6.7 and Hz. The LP seismometers can detect ground motions
6.9 km/sec are expected for the feldspar-rich rocks as small as 0.3 nm at maximum sensitivity in the
found at the surface. Thus, the measured velocities flat-response mode; the SP seismometer can detect
are within the range expected for these rocks, ground motions of 0.3 nm at 1 Hz.

The 9-km/sec material below a depth of 55 to 70 The LP horizontal-component (LPX and LPY)
km may be the parent material from which the seismometers are very sensitive to tilt and must be

crustal rock has differentiated. If So, the Moon has leveled to high accuracy. In the Apollo system, the
undergone large-scale magmatic differentiation similar seismometers are leveled by means of a two-axis,

to that of the Earth. motor-driven gimbal. A third motor adjusts the LP
vertical-component (LPZ) seismometer in the vertical

INSTRUMENT DESCFIlPTION AND direction. Motor operation is controlled by corn-
PERFORMANCE mand. Calibration of the complete system is ac-

complished by applying an accurate increment or step
A seismometer consists simply of a mass that is of current to the coil of each of the four seismom-

free to move in one direction and that is suspended eters by transmission of a command from Earth.
by means of a spring (or a combination of springs and The current step is equivalent to a known step of
hinges) from a framework. The suspended mass is ground acceleration.
provided with damping to suppress vibrations at the A caging system is provided to secure all critical
natural frequency of the system. The framework rests elements of the instrument against damage during the
on the surface, the motions of which are to be transport and deployment phases of the Apollo
studied, and moves with the surface. The suspended mission. In the present design, a pneumatic system is

mass tends to remain fixed in space because of its used in which pressurized bellows expand to clamp
own inertia, while the frame moves in relation to the fragile parts in place. Uncaging is performed on
mass. The resulting relative motion between the mass command by piercing the connecting line by means
and the framework can be recorded and used to of a smallexplosive device.
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TABLE 8-I.-Coonlinates of Seismic Stations, Impact Points, and Relevant Distances

Distance, kin, from --
Location Coordinates Apollo 12 Apollo 14 Apollo 15

site site site

Apollo 12 site 3.04 ° S, 23.42° W .....

Apollo 14 site 3.65 ° S, 17.48 ° W 181 ....

Apollo 15 sitE 26.08° N, 3.66° E 1188 1095 --
Apollo 12LM impact:point 3.94° S, 21.20° W 73 ....
Apollo 13 SIVBimpact point 2.75° S, 27.86° W 135 -- -
Apollo 14SIVBimpact point 8.00° S, 26.06° W 170 -- -
Apollo 14LM impacLpoint 3.42° S, 19.67° W 114 67 -
Apollo 15 SIVBimpact point 1.51° S, 11.81° W 355 184 --

Apollo 15LM impactpoint 26.36° N, 0.25° E 1130 1049 i 93

listed in table 8-I. Pertinent parameters for the two mometer during the first 45 days of operatio:a of the
impacts of the Apollo 15 mission are given in table Apollo 15 PSE. The general level of recorded activity
8-II. gradually subsided through the first lunar night after

The seismic signals from the last two artificial the initial activation of the PSE and increased
impacts, in compressed time scales, are shown in abruptly at sunrise. Most of the events are attributed
figure 8-6. These new impact signals are similar in to venting or circulation of fluids and thern-Joelastic
character to previous impact .,fignals. The signals are "popping" within the LM descent stage. The PSE is
extremely prolonged, with very gradual increase and located approximately 110 m from the nearest foot-
decrease in signal intensity and. with little correlation pad of the LM. Tile level of such activity was even
between any two components of gromrd motion higher during the operation of the Apollo 11 PSE but
except at the first motion of the SIVB signal Various lower during the initial operating period of tile
distinctive pulses can be seen in the early parts of the Apollo 14 PSE. These relationships are explzined by
records, but the only seismic phase that is identifiable the smaller separation between the LM and the PSE
with certainty is the initial P-wave arrival. These in the Apollo 11 deployment (16.8 m) mad by the
characteristics are believed to result from intensive greater separation between the LM and the PSE in the
scattering of the seismic waves in a highly heteroge- Apollo 14 deployment (178 m). These restdts cannot
neous outer shell, combined with low dissipation in be compared with data obtained from the Apollo 12
the regions of the impact points and the seismic SPZ seismometer because of the failure of that seis-
stations, mometer.

The initial portions of the new impact signals are
shown in figure 8-7 on expanded time scales. The
arrivals of the first P-waves and a tentatively TABLE 8.II.-Parameters of Apollo 15 Mar_made
identified shear wave (S-wave) are indicated in figure Impacts
8-7. The S-wave arrival has been identified on low-

pass-filtered records and is not conspicuous in the Impact parameters SIVB LM

broadband recording shown in figure 8-7, Traveltimes Day,G.m.t........... July 29 Aug ast 3
of these phases, together with those of previous Range timeaG.m.t.,

manmade impact signals, are listed in table 8-III and hr:min:sec ......... 20:58:42.9 03:(,3:37.0

are shown in figure 8-8. Detailed interpretation of the Real time, G.m.t.,
hr:min:see ......... 20:58:41.6 03:03:35.8

traveltime curves and related data are given in the Velocity, km/sec ....... 2.58 1.70
section entitled "Discussion." Mass, kg ............ 13 852 2385

Kinetic energy, ergs ..... [ 4.61 × 10 _ 3.4_= × 10 _6
Angle from horizontal, deg 62 3.2

Short-Period Events Heading, deg .......... 97 284

Several thousand signals with a great variety of aRange time is the time that the signal of the associated event
shapes and sizes were recorded on tlie SPZ seis- wasobserved on Earth.
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TABLE 8-III. Observed Traveltimes of P-Wave and S-Wave Arrivals From LM
and SIVB lm 7acts

Impacting P-wave S. wave
vehicle Station Distance, km traveltime, sec traveltime, gec a

Apollo 14 LM 14 67 17.8 31
Apollo 12 LM 12 73 ND b NI c

Apollo 15 LM 15 93 d227 NI

Apollo 14 LM 12 114 25? 45.0

Apollo 13 SI'qB 12 135 28.6 50.5

Apollo 14 SIVB 12 170 35.7 55.7

Apollo 15 SIVB 14 186 36.6 e (37.6) 60.5

Apollo 15 SIVB 12 357 55.5 (61) NI

Apollo 15 LM 14 1049 ND ND

Apollo 15 LM t2 t130 ND ND

aAll S-wave tiaveltimes axe tentative because ofuncertainties in identifying S-wave arrivals.

bND = not detectable, signal amplitude below threshold of instrument detection capability.
CNl = not identifiable.

dQuestion marks indicate uncertain picks caused by noise background.

eFigures in parentheses indicate strong second arrivals.

days or weeks during which LM-generated high- on the vertical component, suggesting a shear-wave
frequency noise gradually subsides, these data canbe mechanism. The H-phase often contains lower
supplemented by the SPZ seismometer data. frequencies than other portions of the record,

Seventy-five seismic signals were identified on the peaking near the 0.5-Hz natural frequency of the LP
recordings from the Apollo 14 and Apollo 15 stations seismometers. The maximum amplitude of the
that were available from real-time data acquisition moonquake signal envelope is either at or only a few
throughout the 42-day period after LM ascent, minutes aftertheH-phase.
Continuous data from the Apollo 12 station were not Well-recorded signals also show an abruptly
available for this period because of limitations in the beginning, low-amplitude train that precedes and
data decommutation capability at the NASA Manned continues into the H-phase, suggesting a _'-_,,-_e
Spacecraft Center 0VISC). These data were retained precursor. Numerous signals with these char,, :_ _ cs
on magnetic tape for future analysis. Based on signal are found to fall into groups of matching signals (A1
characteristics, the detected events were classified to Aa o); members of each group have precisely

either as moonquakes or impacts. Some of the signals identical waveforms. This property indicates a repeat-
were too small to be classified by the procedures used ing moonquake focus to be the source of each group
in this preliminary analysis. The results of this of matching signals. However, in this preliminary
analysis are summarized in table 8-IV. report, signal matching has been used in only a few

The criteria used for classifying seismic signals cases to classify events because expanded time-scale
have been discussed in other reports (refs. 8-6 to playouts are required for the detailed phase com-
8-8), in which moonquakes and meteoroid impacts parisons.
were identified as the sources of the recorded signals. In contrast with events containing an H-phase are
Briefly, the signal characteristics that are useful in numerous events (designated C-events) that have very
distinguishing a moonquake from a meteoroid impact emergent beginnings, smoothly varying envelope
are a short rise time and the presence of an H-phase. amplitudes, and no abrupt changes in signal fre-
The H-phase of a moonquake is preceded only by low quency and amplitude. Because these are also the
signal amplitudes and may be the first detectable characteristics of artificial impact signals, C-events are
motion of a weak event. The H-phase is a strong believed to be meteoroid impacts. Unclassified events
group of waves with a relatively sharp beginning, in table 8-IV are mainly those recorded too weakly to
generally stronger on the horizontal components than show diagnostic criteria on the drum seismograms.
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FIGURE 8-8.-Traveltimes of seismic waves recorded from the LM and SIVB impacts of the Apollo
12, 13, 14, and 15 missions. Circles indicate the first detectable arrivals, identified as P-wave arrivals.
Squares are used to identify strong second arrivals. The S-wave arrival times are identified with much
less certainty fllan the P-wave arrivals.

In table 8-IV, the number of moonquakes, exclusive; that is, an event counted at both the

impacts, and unclassified events during the 42-day Apollo 14 and the Apollo 15 stations is not counted

period after LM ascent is given according to the among those detected at only those stations. Fifty of

stations at which the events were detected. Data in the signals detected by the LP seismometers were also

the three columns in table 8-IV are mutually detected by the SP seismometer. These signals are
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FIGURE 8-9.-Cumulative number of SPZ events observed at the Apollo 14 site as a function of time
for the period August 10 to September 15. This time interval contains parts of the seventh and
eighth lunations observed since deployment of the Apollo 14 PSE. Only SPZ signals that show a
gradual buildup and decay are included. Signals that have impulsive beginnings or very short rise
times are probably generated by the LM or other ALSEP instruments and are not included.

TABLE 8-IV.-Seismic Events Recorded at Apollo 14
and 15Sites counted in the lower part of table 8-IV. Signals

detected by the SPZ seismometer only were not

Events Sites included in the listing. Classification of the SP events
14 1.5 14 and 15 Total

is based primarily on the character of the correspond-

LP event type ing LP signals.
Moonquake 11 0 ll 22 The cumulative distributions of the maximum

Impact 26 4 5 35 amplitudes of the signal envelopes for the various

Unclassified 16 1 1 18 categories of events are plotted in figure 8-10. TheTotal LP 53 5 17 75
SP event type slope of such curves is a measure of the relative

Moonquake 15 0 0 15 abundance of large and small events. The separate

Impact 19 3 3 25 curves, which show the contributions of all events, all

Unclassified 10 0 0 10 moonquakes, and all impacts for each station, are

Total SP 44 3 3 50 discussed in the following paragraphs.
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FIGURE 8-10.-Cumulative curves of LP amplitude data for natural events. Data used are amplitude
measurements of the events represented in table 8-IV covering a 42-day period from LM lift-off
August 2, 17:11 G.rn.t., to September 13, 17:58 G.m.T. The amplitude veriable A = (X 2+ y2+ Z2)V2
where X, Y, and Z are the maximum peak-to-peak amplitudes of the smoothed envelopes of
seismic signals recorded by the LP seismometers. Each plotted point (n,A) represents the number
of events that have amplitude A or greater in the group represented by the particular curve.
Unclassified evenls are included with the "all events" data but not with the impact or moonquake
data.

A new data-processing technique that enhances Apollo 12 arid Apollo 14 stations during the month

very small signals has revealed that episodes of after activation of the Apollo 15 station. Signals from

frequent small moonquakes occur. These episodes moonquake swarms are not detectable by visual

begin and end abruptly with no conspicuously large inspection of the real-time recordings from the
event in the series. By analogy with similar Earth Apollo 15 station for this period. However, additional

phenomena, these signals are referred to as moon- data processing will be required to reach a definite

quake swarms. Examples of swarm activity are shown conclusion on this point.
in the curve of figure 8-11. The slope of this curve is

proportional to the rate of occurrence of moon- DISCUSSION
quakes detected at the Apol:Lo 14 station as a func-

tion of time from April 7 to May 10. Four intervals Scattering of Seismic Waves and Near-Surface
of increased activity occurred during thi,; period. Two Structure of the Moon
similar swarms occurred from May 16 to 20 and from

May 25 to 29. Three swarms were detected at the The characteristic long duration of lunar seismic
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FIGURE 8-11.-Cumulative number of LP events observed at the Apollo 14 site as a function of time

for the period April 7 to May 10. All LP events observed during this interval are included.
Moonquake swarms appear as abrupt increases in the cumulative number of events. During periods

of swarm activity, a rate of eight to 12 events per day is observed as compared to the normal rate

of one to two events per day. Many of the swarm events are also detected at the Apollo 12 station.

wave trains has been interpreted as resulting from transmitter of seismic waves to produce no further
intensive scattering of seismic waves in a heteroge- significant increase in rise time at far distances.
neous surface layer that probably blankets the entire In such a lunar structure, seismic waves generated
Moon (refs. 8-1 to 8-7). Transmission of seismic by an impact are intensively scattered near the source
energy below the scattering zone is believed to be and are observed as a scattered wave train in the near
highly efficient. This hypothesis is further confirmed ranges. A part of this energy leaks into the lunar
by the data obtained during the Apollo 15 mission, intel-ior as a prolonged wave train, propagates through

In figure 8-12, the rise times of artificial impact the lunar interior without significant scattering,
signals measured on narrowband-filtered seismograms undergoes further scattering when it returns to the
are plotted against distance. The rise times increase surface, and is observed as a prolonged wave train at a
with distance (and decreasing frequency) at near distant seismic station. Therefore, the degree of
ranges, reach a maximum value at 100 to 150 km, scattering does not depend on the distance at far
and remain nearly at this level at greater distances, ranges. The relatively short rise times of moonquake
Seismic rays emerging at 100 to 150 km penetrate signals are explained by the fact that seismic energy
approximately 15 to 20 km into the Moon. Thus, the from a deep source must propagate through the
scattering zone must be of this thickness or less. scattering zone only one time en route to a seismic
However, a zone a few kilometers thick may account station.

for the observed scattering. Below this level, the lunar The rise-time variation in the far ranges is irregular.
material must behave more nearly as an ideal This irregularity may reflectgeographicdifferencesin
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FIGURE 8-t 2.-Rise times of LM- and SlVB-impact signals measured on narrowband-filtered LPZ and

SPZ seismograms. Four-pole Butterworth filters were used to produce the filtered seismograms.

Tlie rise time is measured from the time of impact to the approxlinate peak of the signal strength.

The apparent trough in the rise-lime curve at approximately 180 km coincides with the focusing of
seismic energy at this range evidenced by enhancement of the P-wave amplitudes and the

amplitudes of signal envelope maximums.

the complexity of the scattering zone. Important most directly interpretable data, whereas the other
details of the scattering zone have not yet been deter- information supplements these data for determining
mined; however, it is evident that abundant craters of the finer features of the velocity profile.
various sizes and associated structural disturbances As shown in figure 8-8, the observed traveltime
near the surface of the Moon must be elements of this curve between distances of 67 and 186 km can be

unusual structure. Further study of the rise-time data represented by a nearly constant apparent velocity of
of a large number of lunar events will eventually lead 6 km/sec. Deviations from a straight line in tiffs range
to a more quantitative description of the lunar are less than 1 sec, despite the fact that the,.;e data
scattering zone. represent traveltimes over paths with widely varying

azimuths. This observation indicates that the outer 25

km of the Moon is fairly uniform in various directions
Lunar Structure Below the Scattering Zone

in the region of the Apollo 12 and Apollo 14 stations.
Information about the hir.ar structure can be The nearly constant apparent velocity of 6 km/sec

obtained from the traveltimes, amplitudes, and angles in this distance range means that the P-wave _elocity
of emergence of P-waves. The traveltimes provide the is nearly constant at 6 km/sec in a certain depth range
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in the lunar interior. How the P-wave velocity in- 300

creases from approximately 300 m/sec at a depth of LMandS-I_B
less than 76 m, as observed by the active seismic 20o _X • o S-IXB
experiment (ASE) at the Apollo 14 site (ref. 8-9), to \ • LM

• LM x 117.4
6 km/sec is uncertain because of the gap in traveltime i[]
data between ranges of a few hundred meters (ASE 10o

range) and 67 km (Apollo 14 LM impact). However, 70
it can be deduced from these data that the P-wave

velocity must equal or exceed 6 km/sec at a depth of 50
15 to 20 km; 6 km/sec is close to values measured in

the laboratory on lunar igneous rock under high ==30
pressure (refs. 8-10 and 8-11). Thus, the assumption
can be made that the seismic wave velocity to depths _ 201 _-1.5
of approximately 20 to 25 km is about the same as

the velocity found at corresponding confining
pressures in the laboratory. Traveltimes predicted d_10 LM \
from such a model of the lunar interior, adjusted to
match the near-surface ASE findings, are found to be z

in close agreement with the observed traveltimes to a 5
distance of 170 km. Thus, the simplest model
consistent with the data would consist of loosely
consolidated material in the near-surface zone, self- 3

compacted to yield a strong increase in velocity with 2
depth, with a gradual transition to more competent
rock below. The velocity increases as a result of

pressure and reaches 6 km/sec at a depth of between 1 I i I / I I ---I
15 and 20 km. The effects of compaction by 30 50 70 lOO 200 300 500 100O
meteoroid impacts, which may be important in the Distance,km
upper few kilometers, have been ignored.

An important new finding of the Apollo 15 FIGURE 8-13.-Maximum peak-to-peak amplitudes, in digital

mission is that an apparent velocity of 9 km/sec is units, of P-wave arrivalsfrom the LMand SIVB impacts
of the Apollo 12, 13, 14, and 15 missions, recorded by

observed between distances of 186 and 357 km as the LP seismometers. Each LM had nearly the same

determined from recordings of the Apollo 15 SIVB kinetic energy of approximately 3.3 X 10' 6 ergs at

impact at the Apollo 14 and Apollo 12 stations, impact; each SIVB had nearly file same kinetic energy of

respectively. Explanations of this high apparent approximately 4.6 × 1017 ergs at impact. The LM signal

velocity in terms of lateral inhomogeneities and local amplitudes are adjusted upward by a factor of 17.4 to
give a smooth fit to the SIVB data, This empirically deter-

structural effects in material with a velocity of 6 mined factor is required to compensate for the lower
km/sec or less appear to be unsatisfactory. Thus, it is kinetic energy and shallower angle of the LM impacts
concluded that a layer with a P-wave velocity of _elative to the SIVB impacts. The digital unit is defined in

approximately 9 km/sec exists below a depth of 25 figure 8-3.
km in the lunar interior. Whether the transition from

6 to 9 km/sec is gradual or sharp cannot be upward by a factor of 17.4 to yield values that fit
determined from the available traveltimes alone, smoothly on the curve for the SIVB data. This factor

More detailed information on lunar structure can is _equired to compensate for the lower kinetic
be obtained when other associated data, such as energy and much shallower angle of the LM impact.
signal-amplitude variations and second arrivals, are Except for the two data points near 180 km, the
also taken into account. The observed variation of the P-wave amplitude decreases monotonically in
maximum P-wave amplitudes for the LM and SIVB approximate proportion to the -1.5 power of the
impact signals is shown in figure 8-13. From this plot, distance. The P-wave amplitudes at 170 and 186 km
it can be seen that the LM data must be adjusted are greater than the base-level amplitude by a factor
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of 4.5, corresponding to an energy concentration of a 5 - InitialP-wavearrival
factor of 20. This observation indicates that the lunar ] x SecondP-wavearrival
structure is such that focusing of seismic energy o O Apollo 12PSE
occurs in this range interval. A change in the slope of _ 31 Apollo14LMimpact [] Apollo 14PSE
the travel-time curve, from 6 km/sec to a higher _ i _

velocity, also occurs in this range interval. Both _ _ Apollo13S-E/Bimpact
amplitude and travel-time variations require that the 2 _ o

P-wave velocity begin to increase at a depth of _ Apollo14LMimpact_

between 20 and 25 kin, to higher velocities below. _ 1 oo

Thus, a change in composition or phase at a depth of _Z
between 20 and 25 km is inferred. _ .7 Apollo15S-I_B impactNN

N ON _, Apollo 15 S-]_B

•- Apollo 14 S-FVB impact _ o impactStrong secondary arrivals from the Apollo 15 _.5
SIVB impact, as plotted in figure 8-8, can be

interpreted as resulting from the presence of an iN
intermediate layer with a P-wave velocity approaching '33o i L i i i I I t I J q' 50 70 lOO 200 300 500 7DO
7.5 km/sec and a thickness of between 30 and 50 kin. Distance,km
Arrivals after the initial P-wave must be treated with

caution, however, because of the possibility that they FIGURE 8-14.-Horizontal-to-vertical amplitude ratios of
may correspond to multipaths through an irregular major P-wavearrivals from LM and SIVBimpacts of the

Apollo 12, 13, 14, and 15 missions, as recorded by the LP

medium. This ambiguity can be resolved only by aeismometers. The ratio is greater than 1 when the
obtaining additional impact data in this region as is ground-particle motion is more nearly horizontal than
presently planned for the Apollo 16 mission, vertical. Aside from the use of this diagram in interpreting

Additional data to a/d in the determination of velocity structure in the lunar interior, the range
detailed lunar structure are horizontal-to-vertical dependence seen in this diagram may also be used for

estimating distances to large meteoroid impacts in this

amplitude ratios of P-wave arrivals (fig. 8-14). The distance range.
horizontal-to-vertical amplitude ratio is a direct
measure of the P-wave incident angle and thus is an

indication of the relative velocity at the deepest point base of this layer. The top zone of the layer (the
where each seismic ray penetrates. This ratio scattering zone) is a zone in which the velocity in-
decreases with increasing distance, indicating a creases rapidly with depth as a result of self-
gradual increase of velocity from the penetration compaction and in which seismic waves are intensive-
depth of the ray emerging at 67 km (approximately ly scattered. The velocity below layer I may increase
13 kin) to the penetration depth of the ray emerging gradually, reaching 9 kmJsec at a depth of between
at 186 km (approximately 25 km). A quantitative 60 and 70 km (model 1); or it may reach a constant
interpretation of the data requires a knowledge of the velocity of 7.5 km/sec, with a sharp transition to 9
velocity structure within the upper few kilometers of krnjsec at a depth of between 55 and 70 km (model
the lunar interior. Conversely, because the velocities 2). Thus, the zone below the top layer may be a
at depth are known from the traveltime curve, the transition zone or it may be a second crustal layer
velocity structure in the upper few kilometers of the with a thickness of between 30 and 50 km and a

lunar interior can be deduced from the horizontal-to- P-wave velocity of 7.5 !_n/sec, overlying the higher
vertical amplitude ratio. This latter step has not yet velocity mantle. The presence of deeper dis-
been completed, continuities is not precluded by present data.

Two interpretations of the P-wave arrival data The identification of shear waves in the impact
representing the range of likely models for the upper signals is sufficiently uncertain that discussion of
80 km of the lunar interior are shown in figure 8-15. structural interpretation based upon their traveltimes
In model 1, the transition in P-wave velocity from 6 must be deferred until further analysis can be
to 9 km/sec is gradual; model 2 introduces two completed. Similarly, it is expected that further study
abrupt changes. In both models, the thickness of the of body-wave arrivals from moonquakes and mete-
surface crustal layer is between 20 and 25 km. The oroid impacts will aid in further elucidation of lunar
P-wave velocity reaches approximately 6 km at the structure.
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........... 5ca_eringzone

80
100_ 4 6 8 10

Velocity,km/sec

FIGURE 8-15.-A tentative P-wave velocity profile in the upper 80 km of the lunar interior deduced
from P-wave arrivals from the LM and SIVB impacts of the Apollo 12, 13, 14, and 15 missions.

No P-wave traveltime data are available at present The maximum peak-to-peak amplitude of the

beyond a distance of 357 km corresponding to a signal envelope shows an almost monotonic decrease

depth of penetration of approximately 80 kin. How- with increasing range in figure 8-16 for both the SIVB

ever, other features of the signal wave train, such as and the LM-impact data. The only exception is the

the peak-to-peak amplitude of the signal envelope amplitude generated by the Apollo 15 SIVB at the

and the rise time of the signal, can be used to inter- Apollo 14 station (range, 186 kin), which is some-
pret the structure of the lunar interior below this what larger than the amplitude of the Apollo 14

depth. SIVB impact recorded at the Apollo 12 station
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15 LM ascent stage because the greater kinetic energy
2000 " \ ? causes penetration into harder material. At ranges of

Slope=-i.0_ !

l,_lS'_k3.._tj14 as much as l70 km, an amplitude variation as r-1-0 ist000 S-_ZB satisfactory for LM and SIVB data, separately. The

impacts amplitude of the Apollo 15 LM impact at the Apollo500 15 station also fits this variation. Stronger falloff, at

EE _. \Slope ';-2.0 least for distances beyond 186 km, is indicated by the

<" %% _14 _15 Apollo 15 longer range data.
Slope:q.o \x_ _ \ i:_ figure 8-17, all SIVB-generated amplitudes that

--- 14D .\ \ are shown in figure 8-16 have been divided by a

_- lOO 1_4_,_ "

factor of 20. This conversion factor provides a

50 smooth overlap between the LM and SIVB amplitude
data. The data can be fit by two straight-line seg-

& LLM \_ ments intersecting at approximately 200 kin. The

- impac _" -1.5

,_ ts simple, near-range variation as r-_ was noted in
reference 8-7. It is apparent that a distance wlriation

a= 10 of approximately r- s is required at greater ranges.
"_ o ApollolePSE 15 The range dependence of r-L8 and the LM/SIVB

C1 Apollo 14 PSE \_1

:_ 5 _ Apollo15PSE _I adjustment factor of 20 determined for the maxi-15 mums in the signal envelopes both agree reasonably

Note.Thenumbersadlacentt0medata 15_ well with the values of r-l's and 17.4 found in-
" pointsindicateApollomissions 0 \ dependently from the P-wave amplitudes.

I I I I
110 50 100 1O00 2000

Distance,km The Absence of Surface Waves and
Surface-Reflected Phases

FIGURE 8-16.-Peak signal mnplitudes A as a function of

ranges r of artificial-impact recordings. The amplitude The major differences between terrestrial and
givenisA = (X 2 _y2 +,Z _) ½ ,v)heleX, Y, andZare lunar seismic signals now appear to be explained by
the maximum peak-to-peak amplitudes (mm) of un-

filtered signal envelopes recorded at full gain on the three the presence of a heterogeneous surface layer that
LP component seismograms. Data of the Apollo 13, 14, blankets the Moon to a probable depth of several
and 15 SIVB impacts and of the Apollo 14 and 15 LM kilometers, with a maximunr thickness of 20 kin.

impacts are shown. The SIVB-impact data form an upper Seismic waves with the observed wavelengths are

group of points, and LM-impact data fall in a lower group, intensively scattered within this zone. Seismic wave
The Apollo 14 station amplitudes are plotted at their
observed values and also as reduced by a factor of 2.0 to velocities and absorption of seismic energy are both
correspond to the observed average difference in sensi- quite low in this zone. The acoustic properties of this
tivity between the Apollo 12 and Apollo 14 stations. The zone, the scattering zone, can probably be explained
slopes of lines drawn through vmious sets of data indicate as the result of meteoroid impacts and the nearly
a range variation of amplitude between r -_ .o and r-2 .0 complete absence of fluids. The lower boundary of

the scattering zone is the depth below which the

(range, 170 kin), even after aLtowing for the higher rock, conditioned by pressure, transmits seismic
sensitivity of the Apollo 14 station. This difference is waves without significant scattering.
probably a result of the focusing effect at this :range. The presence of the scattering zone probably ac-
Also, as for P-wave amplitudes, the maximum signal- counts for two features of lunar seismic signals that
envelope amplitudes for SIVB impacts cannot be earlier puzzled the experiment team: (1) the absence
compared directly with those of LM impacts for two of normal surface waves (Love waves and Rayleigla
reasons: the shallow impact angle of LM vehicles waves) and (2) the poor definition or total absence of
(3.3 ° to 3.7° from the horizontal) introduces un- identifiable surface-reflected phases, partictttarly from
certainty as to the seismic coupling efficiencies of LM deep moonquakes.
impacts; also, the coupling efficiency of an SIVB Surface waves, with wavelengths of approximately
impact may greatly exceed that of an impact of the the thickness of the scattering zone and smaller, will
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2oo tentatively identified in several of the LM and SIVB

_po signals, but they are poorly defined.
100 Apollo 14 II0 15 LM

<_ Apollo 14 LNI'Q_k Location and Focal Mechanism

Iio 13 S-I_B_:_ ApolI° 15 S-I3ZB50 APO of Moonquakes
_- Apollo 14 S-]3]B _,

'_ _ope - -1.0 Moonquakes detected at the Apollo 12 and Apollo
14 stations before the Apollo 15 mission are believed\-__

10 \SI0pe--1.8 to have originated at no less than 10 diffbrent
o Apollo15S-13ZBo\ focuses, although some of these may be quite close to

\ one another. However, a single focus (Al zone) ac-
counts for nearly 80 percent of the total detected

E O Apollo12PSE _llo 15LM seismic energy. Two moonquakes from the A1 zone
_ O Apollo14PSE(adjusted) \ were recorded by the three stations of the Apollo

(> Apollo15PSE _p_015 seismic network during the first two perigee periods
\- after activation of the Apollo 15 station, with one

l/d I I I + I III _ I i l l I Ill • I10 1O0 1000 2OO0 moonquake at each perigee. Both moonquakes were
Distance,km small to intermediate in size relative to the range of

At signal amplitudes detected thus far. The P-waves

FIGURE 8-17.-Adjusted variation of artificial-impact from these events arrived at the Apollo 12 station 1.8
amplitude with range. The data points of figure 8-16 are sec earlier than at the Apollo 14 station but could not
replotted with the same abscissas. Ordinates of StVB be detected at the Apollo 15 station. Shear waves
amplitude data are plotted after division by a factor of
20. All Apollo 14 station data axe adjusted for relative (H-phase) arrived first at the Apollo 12 station, and

station sensitivity by dividing amplitude values by 2.0. 3.4 sec and 113.9 sec later at the Apollo 14 and
With these adjustments, an amplitude variation as r-1"° Apollo 15 stations, respectively. Using these arrival
for ranges 67 to approximately 200 km and as r -a .s at times and the lunar models shown in figure 8-15, the

greater ranges is a satisfactory representation of the epicenter (point on the surface directly above theavailable data.
moonquake focus) is located at latitude 21° S and

longitude 28° W, approximately 600 km south-
southwest of the Apollo 12 station, as shown in

scatter quickly into body waves within the scattering figure 8-5. The depth of the focus is approximately
zone and thus will propagate only to very short 800 kin, somewhat deeper than any known earth-
ranges. Surface waves long enough to propagate quake. The remaining moonquake focuses have not
coherently (signal periods greater than approximately yet been located.

5 sec) would be generated only by events larger than The source of strain energy released as moon-
any that have occurred during 20 months of observa- quakes is not known; but, if significant depth of
tion. Such events must be rare. focus for all moonquakes is verified by future data,

A thin surface zone of intensive scattering, these data willhave profound implications concerning
coupled with a rapid increase of seismic velocity with the lunar interior. In general, this result would require
depth, will make the lunar surface a very poor that, unlike the Earth, the shear strength of the lunar
reflector for seismic waves incident on the surface material at a depth of 800 km must be large enough
from the lunar interior. In such a structure, a small to sustain appreciable stress and that maximum stress
proportion of the incident seismic energy follows the differences originate at this depth. These conditions
simple ray path of total reflection. Most of the energy place strong constraints on the temperature distribu-
is trapped in the surface region and leaks out slowly tion in the deep lunar interior.

as from a primary surface source. As a result, no The nearly exact repetition of moonquake signals
sharp increase of seismic energy is observed at a time from a given focal zone over periods of many months
when a surface-reflected seismic phase is expected requires that the focal zones be small, 10 km in
from an event at a large distance. Phases correspond- diameter or less, and fixed in location over periods
ing to surface-reflected P- and S-waves have been approaching 2 yr. If moonquake focuses were
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separated by as much as 1 wavelength, larger dif- quakes can be based on b-value data alone,
ferences would be observed among moonquake comparison of laboratory experimental data and

signals, seismic measurements for earthquakes suggests that
As noted previously (refs. 8-5 to 8-8), the moon- moonquakes may be generated by thermal stresses,

quakes occur in monthly cycles near times of apogee possibly of volcanic origin; tectonic stresses at low
and perigee. This phenomenon suggests that the stress levels; or dislocations along preexisting
moonquakes are triggered by lunar tides. This fractures. These are tentative suggestions, but they
hypothesis is strengthened by the observation that serve as hypotheses against which future data will be
the total seismic-energy release and the interval tested.
between the times of occurrence of the first moon-

quakes each month and times of perigee both show Moonquake Swarm Activity
7-month periodicities which also appear in the long- To date, one of the most significant discoveries of
term gravity variations. With a few possible ex- lunar seismology is the observation of moonquake
ceptions, the polarities of signal,; belonging to a ,;et of swarms. Each swarm is a distinctive sequence of

:matching events are identical. This observation moonquakes closely grouped in space and time,
implies that the source mechanism is a progressive generally containing no conspicuous event. Tile lunar
dislocation and not one that periodically reverses in seismic activity detected between April 7 and May 10
direction. Conceivably, detectable movements in one by the Apollo 12 and Apollo 14 LP seismometers is
direction may be compensated by many small, un- shown in figure 8-11. Two major and two or three
detectable movements in the opposite direction. A minor moonquake swarms occurred during this
progressive source mechanism suggests a secular ac- interval. Other swarms were observed between May
cumulation of strain periodically triggered by lunar 16 to 20 and between May 25 to 29. A moonquake
tides. Whether this strain is local, regional, or moon- swarm is characterized by an abrupt beginning and
wide is an intriguing problem for further study, ending of activity. Events are recorded at a nearly
Several possible sources are slight expansion of the constant rate of eight to 12 per day during the
Moon by internal radiogenic heating or .,;light contrac- swarm, as compared to one or two per day between

tion on cooling, a gradual settling of the lunar body periods of swarm activity. Swarms, unlike other
from an ellipsoidal form to a more nearly spherical moonquake activity observed to date, do not appear
form as the Moon gradually recedes from the Earth, to correlate with lunar tides.
localized strains caused by uncompensated masses, or Swarm events appear to be moonquakes because
localized thermal stresses, they have some of the characteristics of category A

For samples of earthquake data, the cumulative (matching) moonquakes, such as prominent H-phases,
amplitude curves often have a nearly linear slope low-frequency spectra, and relatively small rise times.
known as the b-value. The b-values measured for Also, the pattern of activity suggests that individual

tectonic earthquakes are normally close to 1. The events of a particular swarm are not isolated or un-
b-values of moonquake data lit figure 8-10 are ap- related but that they represent an extended process
proximately 2. Higher b-values, as measured for occurring within a limited source region. However,
moonquakes, are typical of one class of earthquakes swarm moonquakes differ from previously identified
-those associated with volcanic activity, whic:h are moonquakes. Unlike category A moonquakes, the

presumably generated by subsurface movements of swarm moonquakes do not appear to have matching
magma, waveforms. The waveforms of six of the largest

Laboratory experiments have demonstrated that swarm moonquakes do not match in detail among
high b-values are associated with microfracturing in themselves nor with any other event, although the
rock samples subjected to small mechanical stresses three largest moonquakes of the May 16 to 20 swarm
(ref. 8-12) and with cracking from thermal stresses show some similarities. The smaller swarm events
induced by heating and cooling of samples (ref. 8-13). have not yet been examined in detail. By contrast, no
High b-values are also measured in laboratory tests large differences in the category A_ moonquake
when two surfaces are rubbed together under high signals recorded at the Apollo 12 station have been

pressure (ref. 8-14). Thus, although no definite observed during a period of 20 months. Thus,
conclusion regarding the focal mechanism of moon- although the dimension of the category A_ focal zone
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is thought to be approximately 1 wavelength (10 km) (ref. 8-16). They may also be observed in nonvolcanic

or less, the nonmatching swarm events must be areas where they are believed to represent minor
separated by at least 1 wavelength or more. A swarm adjustment of crustal blocks to local stress condi-

of 30 moonquakes must be distributed throughout a tions. Sometimes, a swarm precedes a large tectonic
minimum volume of approximately 104 km 3, or the earthquake. Whether related to volcanism or not, all
moonquakes may occur within a planar or linear zone earthquake swarms are thought to be of shallow
of larger dimensions, origin. With such relationships in mind, the data on

The b-values, or slopes, of the cumulative moonquake swarms and matching moonquakes will
amplitude distributions for the swarms discussed are be examined with great interest as clues to present
in the range 2.1 to 2.4, which is near the average lunar tectonism.
value of 2 measured for the larger, periodic moon-

quakes. (See the section entitled "Statistics of Long- Moonquakes and Lunar Tectonism
Period Events.")

An unusual swarm began on April 14 with It now appears certain that seismic-energy release
recorded events occurring at a nearly constant rate of related to lunar tides does occur within the Moon.
12 per day as the average amplitude of the signals However, the magnitudes and numbers of these
increased with time for a period of approximately 2 events are small in comparison to the total seismic
days. On April 17, after a 9-hr break in activity, three activity that would be recorded by an equivalent seis-
large moonquakes occurred, the last being the largest mic station on Earth. Estimated seismic-energy
ever recorded. No significant aftershock activity was release from the largest moonquakes ranges between
observed. This sequence of activity is represented in 109 and 1012 ergs. The total energy released by
figure 8-11. The largest moonquake, though well moonquakes, if the Apollo 12 region is typical of the
recorded by the Apollo 12 and Apollo 14 stations, entire Moon, is approximately 1011 to 10is ergs/yr.
preceded deployment of the Apollo 15 station, and This value compares with approximately 5 X 1024
the exact location therefore remains uncertain. How- ergs/yr for total seismic-energy release within the
ever, by assuming that this large moonquake occurred Earth. Considerable uncertainty exists in this
at a depth of 800 km, as estimated for category A1 estimate, primarily because of the difficulty of
moonquakes, an epicenter of latitude 20° N and estimating the ranges of natural events. However, the

longitude 72° E is obtained. This location is ap- average rate of seismic-energy release within the
proximately 2700 and 2900 km from the Apollo 14 Moon is ctearly much less than that of the Earth.
and Apollo 12 sites, respectively. The Richter Thus, internal convection currents leading to

magnitude of this moonquake is 2 to 3 depending on significant lunar tectonism are probably absent.
the method of calculation used. The largest category Further, the absence of conspicuous offset surface
A1 moonquake observed to date had a magnitude of features and of compressional features such as folded

approximately 1 to 2. The average swarm moonquake mountains is evidence against significant lunar
in this sequence was comparable in magnitude to a tectonic activity, past or present. Presently, the outer
small to intermediate category A1 moonquake. The shell of the Moon appears to be relatively cold, rigid,
buildup in the amplitude of events during the swarm and tectonically stable compared to the Earth, except
suggests that they are indeed related. However, large for the minor disruptive influence correlated with
moonquakes are not associated with any of the other lunar tides. However, the presence of moonquake
swarms observed to date. swarms suggests continuing minor adjustment to

Similar swarms are common in volcanic regions of crustal stresses. The occurrence of deep-focus moon-
the Earth where they often occur before, during, and quakes leaves open the possibility of slow convection
after eruptions. Swarms are also observed in areas of currents at great depth beneath a rigid outer shell.
geologically recent, but not current, volcanism. Sykes

(ref. 8-15) reports that earthquake swarms frequently Statistics of Long-Period Eventsoccur along the crustal zones of midoceanic ridges,
which are centers of sea-floor spreading and abundant Data on the incidence and coincidence of LP

submarine volcanism. Swarms also precede most of events at the Apollo 14 and Apollo 15 stations il-
the major volcanic eruptions in the Lesser Antilles lustrate some basic properties of the lunar seismic
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environment. The cumulative amplitude curves (fig. Aov = 5
(8-3)

8-10) characterize the size distribution of events. The 7rrx42 31
LP events are clearly a mixture of different source
types. Therefore, care was taken in classifying events

as moonquakes or impacts on the basis of the seis- where Aov is the overlap between the two areas, and
mogram characteristics. As indicated in table 8-IV, r14 and rls are the radii oft he areas of perceptibility
almost 80 percent of all detected LP events were at the Apollo 14 and Apollo 15 stations, respectively.
classified by the criteria discussed previously, Using the additional fact that the stations are 1095
although some of the identifications remain in doubt km apart, equations (8-2) and (8-3) can be solved to
pending further analysis, give rl 4 = 1362 km and r_ s = 732 km, respectively.

Separate cumulative curves of moonquakes and Using the same method for impacts recorded at the
impacts (fig. 8-10) have different slopes, which Apollo 12station, rl2 =951 km is obtained. Thus, a
indicate that the selection process has separated the meteoroid that is barely detectable at the Apollo 14
events into categories representing different source station at a range of 1362 km will be detected only to

mechahisms. Representing the curves of figure 8-10 ranges of 951 and 732 km at the Apollo 12 and
by equations of the form Apollo 15 stations, respectively. The instrument

sensitivities at the respective stations are matched to

logn =a - b logA (8-1) within 5 percent. Thus, the differences in the ranges
of detectability must be a consequence of differences

the b-value of moonquake distributions is approxi- in local structure at the three sites. These estimates
mately 2 and, for impact distributions, approximately are subject to considerable uncertainty at present,
1. All curves flatten in the low-amplitude range where because of the relatively small number of events
events become undetectable because of small size. available for comparison. However, the method il-

Further, the curves for impact data have a possible lustrated in this report will eventually lead to ac-
break in slope near the midpoints. This observation curate estimates as data accumulate.
may indicate an otherwise undetected effect of mixed In contrast with the meteoroid-impact signals,
source types. The suggestion of a break in slope is most moonquakes are recorded at all three seismic
especially strong for the Apollo 14 station impact stations. This fact supports the hypothesis that moon-

data, which are more numerous. Possibly, the impact quake focuses are deep within the Moon and, hence,
data may be contaminated with data from swarms of more nearly equidistant from the stations than are
small moonquakes that are not identified as such. randomly distributed meteoroid impacts.
Alternatively, impact data may be a composite of two Using amplitude data from seismic signals recorded
different meteoroid populations, such as stony during the Apollo 14 mission (ref. 8-7), the
meteoroids and cometary meteoroids (ref. 8-17). meteoroid flux was estimated assuming that a

From table 8-IV (1.2 signals only), 26 impacts distribution of meteoroid masses (individual source-
were detected at the Apollo 14 station only, four receiver distances being unknown) produces the
impacts were detected at the Apollo 15;station only, observed distribution of signal amplitudes. The key to
and five impacts were detected _,t both stations. From such an analysis is a knowledge of the amplitude fall-
these data, the maximum ranges at which the impacts off law, or variation of amplitude A with range r. The
were detected at each station can be estimated, amplitude-range calibration from 63 to 172 km, then
Assuming that the events identified as impacts are available from artificial impacts prior to Apollo 15,
randomly distributed meteoroid impacts, the ratio of was used in deriving the previous estimate. In that
the areas from which impacts are detected by the two range, the amplitude appears to vary as r-1, whiclr
stations (AI4/Ats) must approximately equal the would be appropriale at all ranges for a Moon with
ratio of the number of recorded events, or constant seismic velocity throughout the interior.

From data on the more distant artificial Apollo 15
A_4 _r_42 _31 impacts, the amplitude appears to fall off more

A 1 s rl s 2 9 (8-2) rapidly in the range between 188 and 1100 kin. This
variation will become better known after the artificial

and impacts of the Apollo 16 and Apollo 17 missions.
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Considerations of this sort may increase the flux to the lunar tidal cycle, although present data are not
estimate by an order of magnitude. The lower b-value sufficient to preclude this possibility. The source of
now obtained for the observed cumulative amplitude moonquake swarms has not been determined.
curve may also modify the estimate of flux, though The average rate of seismic-energy release within
by a lesser amount. This assumption follows from the Moon is much less than that of the Earth. Thus,

relationships expressing the calibration between internal convection currents leading to significant
meteorite mass and seismic amplitude as well as the lunar tectonism appear to be absent. Presently, the
integration of flux contributions over the surface of outer shell of the Moon appears to be relatively cold,
the Moon, which both depend on the observed b- rigid, and tectonically stable compared to the Earth.
value. Therefore, it seems best to postpone a revision However, the occurrence of moonquakes at great
of the earlier flux estimate until these factors are depth suggests the possibility of very deep convective
better known, motion. Moonquake swarms may be generated within

the outer shell of the Moon as a result of continuing

CONCLUSIONS minor adjustments to crustal stresses.
Seismic evidence of a lunar crttst has been found.

Natural lunar seismic events detected by the In the region of the Apollo 12 and Apollo 14
Apollo seismic network are moonquakes and mete- stations, the thickness of the crust is between 55 and

oroid impacts. The moonquakes fall into two 70 km. The velocity of compressional waves in the
categories: periodic moonquakes and moonquake crustal rock varies between 6.0 and 7.5 km/sec. This

swarms. All the moonquakes are small (maximum range brackets the velocities expected for the
Richter magnitudes between 1 and 2). With few feldspar-rich rocks found at the surface. The transi-

exceptions, the periodic moonquakes occur at tion to the subcrustal material may be gradual,
monthly intervals near times of perigee and apogee beginning at a depth of 20 to 25 km; or sharp, with a
and show correlations with the longer term (7-month) major discontinuity at between 55 and 70 km. In
lunar-gravity variations. The moonquakes originate at either case, the compressional-wave velocity must
not less than 10 different locations. However, a single reach 9 km/sec at a depth between 55 and 70 km.
focal zone accounts for 80 percent of the total The past occurrence of large-scale magmatic dif-
seismic energy detected. The epicenter of the active ferentiation, at least in the outer shell of the Moon, is
zone has been tentatively located at a point 600 km inferred from these results.
south-southwest from the Apollo 12 and Apollo 14
stations. The focus is approximately 800 km deep.
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